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WINTER - SPRING 2017 refit notes from yacht designer, Patrick Knowles.... 

"M/Y ANDIAMO will debut on the international charter market with an all new interior in June 2017 as a result of our in-depth collaboration with her new owners. Additionally, she will emerge with all new  
furnishings on the exterior decks and a new dark blue hull. 

Notably different from her former iteration as Lady Luck, will be the absence of the high couture Fendi interior. ANDIAMO will instead feature a refined, tailored look. The new interior employs a plethora  of 
textures paired with subtle patterns in a subdued palate of cream and soft gold and silver-gray tones resulting in a smart and relaxed environment. 

Her original interior joinery, with detailed areas of gold and silver leaf, provides a dramatic backdrop to her reserved interior furnishings and soft goods. Through-out the interior a diverse range of  
furnishings fabricated from several species of wood, combined with lacquers and accented with textiles, are all orchestrated into one common statement: smart, crisp and relevant. 

Although her interior palate is quietly elegant, many elements punctuate, such as the addition of walnut planked flooring in an espresso finish in the aft entry of the main salon and also between the main  and 
dining salon which creates a visual distinction between the two spaces. The same flooring is also used in the skylounge. In addition to the walnut planked flooring, the new furnishings range in finish  from 
wenge to flaky oak, each contributing its own unique level of visual contrast. The incredible sprawling water lily lighting fixture of hand blown glass atop the natural oak dining table creates a stunning  
juxtaposition in the otherwise calm and serene open plan main deck. 

Lacquered linen was specified on select pieces of furnishings in the skylounge adding to the smart and relaxed feel of this space which is home to two large L-shaped sectional sofas, a full service bar, a  
wine cellar, a game table and desk. 

All staterooms have been re-styled with crisp, white, 5-star hotel style linens along with a calm and quiet color palate, all intended to induce relaxation for her guests. 

On all exterior decks, the high fashion loose furnishings have been replaced with casual furniture crafted of various species of wood including teak and driftwood, all of which are accented with a smart  
collection of fabrics of varying textures and stripes in a natural palate with accents of blue in various hues on the sundeck. 

The new ANDIAMO is a total departure from her former self. She beckons guests to relax in her new and refreshing approach to casually elegant yachting." 

Patrick A. Knowles, President  
PATRICK KNOWLES DESIGNS
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JACUZZI ON SUNDECKANDIAMO



SUNDECK AFT LOUNGE AREAANDIAMO



SUNDECK ANDIAMO



SUNDECK AIR-CONDITIONED GYM / ELEVATORANDIAMO



SUNDECK GYMANDIAMO



SKY LOUNGEANDIAMO
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UPPER DECK DININGANDIAMO
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MAIN SALONANDIAMO
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FORMAL DININGANDIAMO



MAIN AFT DECKANDIAMO



ELEVATOR TO ALL DECKSANDIAMO



MASTER SUITEANDIAMO



MASTER SUITE FORWARD LOUNGEANDIAMO
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MASTER SUITE OFFICEANDIAMO



VIP STATEROOMANDIAMO
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GUEST STATEROOMANDIAMO
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GUEST BATHROOMANDIAMO



SAUNA IN BEACH CLUBANDIAMO



WATERSPORTS TOYS IN GARAGEANDIAMO
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BEACH CLUB AND TOYSANDIAMO
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SPECIFICATIONS
Length 59.66 m (195' 9") 
Beam 10.4 m (34') Draft 3.2 m (10' 6 ") 
Year 2009 | Refit 2017 : interior / exterior soft goods & furnishings,  hull 
paint job (dark blue) 
Interior / Exterior Designer Patrick Knowles Designs 
Builder Benetti 
Cruising speed 15 knots @ 492 lph / 130 gph 
Crew Captain + 14 crew 
Accommodations 12 guests in 6 en suite staterooms 
Main deck forward: KING. Master suite. Full width  
Bridge deck: QUEEN VIP 

Below: 
QUEEN. Aft starboard  
QUEEN. Aft port 
QUEEN. Forward starboard. Pullman berth  
TWIN. Forward port. Pullman berth 

WATERSPORTS 
Tenders 
11.27 m / 37 ft Intrepid / 3 x 300 hp (towed)  

center console / rigged for fishing 
6 m / 19 ft Pascoe / 160 hp 

2 x waverunners, 2 x Seabobs, 2 x paddleboards 
2 x kayaks, inflatable swimming pool, waterskis, towables  
snorkeling gear, kneeboard, wakeboard, fishing gear, etc. 

Additional 
Exercise equipment: air-conditioned gym on sundeck  
Sauna in beach club (stern) 

Entertainment 
Custom BEST audio/ visual system 
Satellite TV, AirPlay, iPod docking stations, WiFi


